Wiring diagram of tube light with choke and glow starter

In the mids when first fluorescent tube lights were introduced in the market, they were a total
revelation. People were amazed to see their houses and offices lit as brightly as cool daylight.
Learn how they work here. A fluorescent lamp basically consists of a long glass gas discharge
tube. Its inner surface is coated with phosphorous and is filled with an inert gas, generally
argon, with a trace of mercury. The tube is then finally sealed at low pressure with two filament
electrodes each at its both ends. These electrode filaments are used to preheat the tube and
initiate a rapid conduction of electrons between the two end electrodes. The process initially
requires a relatively high amount of power. The energy also converts some of the mercury from
a liquid to a glass. Electrons then collide with the gaseous mercury atoms, increasing the
amount of energy. As electrons return to their original energy level, they begin to release light.
However, the light they emit is ultraviolet, and not visible to the naked eye, so another step
needs to take place before we can see the light. This is why the tube was coated with
phosphorous. Phosphors will give off light when exposed to light. When exposed to the
ultraviolet light, the particles emit a white light which we can see. Once the conduction of
electrons between the electrodes is complete, no more heating of the filaments is required and
whole system works at a much lower current. Please refer to the circuit diagram on the right as
you read the following points:. The choke is in fact a large inductor. It consists of a long copper
winding over iron laminations. An inductor by nature always has a tendency to throw back the
stored current in it, every time the power through it is switched OFF. This principle of the choke
is exploited in lighting a fluorescent tube light. When an AC voltage is applied to a tube light
fixture, the voltage passes through the choke, the starter, and the filaments of the tube. The
filaments light up and instantly warm up the tube. The starter is made up of a discharbe bulb
with two electrodes next to it. When electricity passes through it an electrical arc is created
between the two electrodes. This creates light, however the heat from the bulb causes one of
the electrodes a bimetallic strip to bend, making contact with the other electrode. This stops the
charged particles from creating the electrical arc that created light. However, now that the heat
from the light is gone, the bimetallic strip cools and bends away from the electrode, opening the
circuit again. If the tube does not sufficiently charge up, subsequent kicks are delivered by the
choke due to rapid switching of the starter, so that finally the tube strikes. After this the choke
only acts like a low impedance current limiter to the tube as long as the light is kept illuminated.
A common problem associated with these types of fixtures is humming or buzzing. The reason
for this lies in the loosely fitted choke on to the fixture which vibrates in accordance with the 50
or 60 hertz frequency of our AC mains and creates a humming sort of noise. They are also very
light in weight. These inhibit the initial flickering of the tube light as normally seen in the
ordinary tube fixtures by changing the frequency of the mains power to a much higher 20, hertz
or more. Moreover, electronic ballasts are very energy efficient. Hopefully this discussion
provided you with sufficient information regarding how fluorescent lights function. Page
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Singapore. The Jainsons Lights, which is situated in jainsons lights , is committed towards
providing innovative lighting solutions. We try serving the professional and consumer markets;
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team of dedicated development engineers who design the lights for different places. Looking for
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idea to worldwide. Tube Light Wiring Diagram with Capacitor. How Wire the Tube Light?
Low-pressure mercury vapour gas discharge lamp or the tube light is called as fluorescent light
and mostly produce white light that can light last longer than CFL or LED. Making a real tube
light connection following the above wiring connection, tube light, ballast, starter and
fluorescent light required. Here another terminal in tube light is directly connected to the AC
supply. To ionize the mercury atoms in the tube light starter element is used, after the ionization
operation of starter is does not need for fluorescent lamp. The ballast employed to convert the
AC supply frequency to high frequency and the ballast regulates the supply given to the tube
light. This is a well known typical tube light ballast; this electric device actually produces high
voltage by using low-frequency AC voltage that helps the tube light mercury vapour gas to
ionized. After ionizing, this ballast or choke reduces the output voltage level. A glow starter or
commonly known as a starter is used in the tube light circuit to provide an initial current to
filaments of the tube light. The starter placed in parallel to the tube filament each of that
contains inside a small neon lamp like setup with fixed contact, a pics of the bi-metallic strip
and a small capacitor. The Starter Provides initial current flow path to the filament of the tube. It
becomes inactive after the gas ionization and current flow in the tube. The figure above already
explained the wiring diagram of florescent with a capacitor. Hope no need farther explanation.
Rather we can explain why capacitor is required with the florescent connection. When this
choke get power supply as it's nature we see a delay in its switching action, it happens due to
inductor nature. It is possible to omit the capacitor on the individual lamps and to centralize
them in the switch room and automatically switch in as many as required to keep the power
factor within acceptable limits. In , Sir George Stokes had discovered transformation of the ultra
violate ray radiation into visible radiation. From this time to various kinds of experiments had
been done to develop the low and high-pressure electric discharges in the mercury and sodium
vapour. Later, Dr W. Enfield in had received a report from Dr A. Crompton about the use of the
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Circuit? Think a simple Circle what has radius and periphery. The electrical circuit in your
wiring syst What is Earthing Resistance? Earthing resistance is not the resistance of the
electrode. The earthing resistance is not same all over Why Parallel Operation of Transformer is
Required? How Economizer Works in Centrifugal Chiller. Star-Delta starter is an electrical motor
starting device, generally uses in big size A fluorescent light does not have the usual glowing
filament of an incandescent bulb , but instead contains a mercury vapor that gives off ultraviolet
light when ionized. The ultraviolet light makes particles that coat the inside of the tube, and
these particles glow or fluoresce see How Fluorescent Lamps Work for details. Fluorescent
starters are used in several types of fluorescent lights. The starter is there to help the lamp
light. When voltage is applied to the fluorescent lamp, here's what happens:. When you turn on
a fluorescent tube, the starter is a closed switch. The filaments at the ends of the tube are
heated by electricity, and they create a cloud of electrons inside the tube. The fluorescent
starter is a time-delay switch that opens after a second or two. When it opens, the voltage
across the tube allows a stream of electrons to flow across the tube and ionize the mercury
vapor. Without the starter, a steady stream of electrons is never created between the two
filaments, and the lamp flickers. Without the ballast, the arc is a short circuit between the
filaments, and this short circuit contains a lot of current. The current either vaporizes the
filaments or causes the bulb to explode. The glow tube incorporates a switch which is normally
open. When power is applied, a glow discharge takes place which heats a bimetal contact. A
second or so later, the contacts close and provide current to the fluorescent filaments. Since
the glow is extinguished, there is no longer any heating of the bimetal and the contacts open.
The inductive kick generated at the instant of opening triggers the main discharge in the
fluorescent tube. If the contacts open at a bad time, there isn't enough inductive kick and the
process repeats. The starter which is simply a timed switch allows current to flow through the
filaments at the ends of the tube. The current causes the starter's contacts to heat up and open,
thus interrupting the flow of current. The tube lights. Since the lighted fluorescent tube has a
low resistance, the ballast now serves as a current limiter. The most common fluorescent
starter is called a "glow tube starter" or just starter and contains a small gas neon, etc. While all
starters are physically interchangeable, the wattage rating of the starter should be matched to
the wattage rating of the fluorescent tubes for reliable operation and long life. Lots More
Information. Are fluorescent bulbs really more efficient than normal light bulbs? Related
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electric toothbrush recharge its batteries when there are no metal contacts between the
toothbrush and the base? I believe everyday can become a Electrician with the right learning
materials. Post a comment. Tube light is not connected in the supply main directly. Although it
operates at V, 50 Hz, some auxiliary electrical components are used to insert in this installation
to support the tube light operational principle. The total electrical components for single tube
light installation are Choke: it is electromagnetic ballast or electronic ballast. Starter: Small
neon glow up lamp Switch Wires Wiring Diagram of Single Tube Light Installation with
Electromagnetic Ballast How to Install a Single Tube Light with Electromagnetic Ballast From
the junction box the neutral wire is not taken out to the switch board, rather it is taken out from
the junction box and carried out to the port 2 of the tube light, as per figure above. A wire
connects port 2 and pin 1 of the terminal 2 already. So the neutral wire is continued from port 2
to pin 1 of terminal 2. The live wire or phase is taken from the junction box to the switch board.
The live wire is connected to the one terminal of the switch. From another terminal of the switch
the wire is carried out up to tube light set up and connected to port 1. One terminal of choke or
ballast is connected to port 1 and another terminal is connected to pin 1 of terminal 1. One end
of a starter is connected to pin 2 of terminal 1 and another end of the starter is connected to the
pin 2 of terminal 2. Electronic ballast has six ports, two ports out of six ports are for input and
rest four ports are for output ports. Suppose they are named port 1 and port 2 for input; port 3,
port 4, port 5 and port 6 are for output of the ballast. From the junction box the neutral wire is
taken out from the junction box and carried out to the port 2 of the electronic ballast to connect,
as per figure above. From another terminal of the switch, the wire is carried out up to tube light
set up and connected to port 1 of the electronic ballast. Let, the color of wires from port 3 and
port 4 are black, and from port 5 and port 6 are red or any other color. Port 3 and pin 2 of
terminal 1 and Port 4 and pin 1 of terminal 1 are connected. Port 6 and pin 2 of terminal 2 and
Port 5 and pin 1 of terminal 2 are connected. But output ports 3, 4, 5 and 6 give very high
voltage at the time of switch ON, may be V at 40 kHz or more. When tube light starts to operate,
output ports voltages become below V at 40 kHz or more. Read more. Subscribe via email. No
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Ayrton Shunt or Universal Shunt. The Ayrton shunt or universal shunt eliminates the possibil
The efficiency of the Reheat Cycle can be improved by increasing the pressure and temperature
of the steam entering into the turbine. Regenerative Cycle: In the Rankine steam power cycle it
is observed that the condensate which is at low temperature has an irreversibl Taper turning
methods in lathe machine There are four methods 1. Form tool method 2. Tailstock set over
method 3. Compound res Tube lights are most used light source and here tube light connection
circuit and wiring diagram given with explanation. Connection of tube light is very simple
because it has few wiring points only. Tube Light connection diagram shown here is suitable for
common type fluorescent tubelight. The tube light or fluorescent light is a low pressure mercury
vapor gas discharge lamp and it uses fluorescent to produce white light. We need tube light,
ballast, starter and fluorescent light holders to make wiring connection. The fluorescent tube
has two filaments with four terminals the starter is connected between two filaments, the ballast
is connected between main Ac supply and one filament in tube light. Electronic Ballast Choke
Tube light wiring is simple as normal tube light or it is even simple. Take extra care and safety
measures while handle high AC supply. Hi Voneski Starter or Glow starter placed parallel to the
tube filament contains small neon lamp with fixed contact, bi metallic strip and small capacitor.
The Starter Provides current flow path to the filament of tube at the initial time. It becomes
inactive after the gas ionization and current flow in the tube. Hi rita, Tube light blinking occurs
at starting because the Starter circuit tries to make current flow in the tube gas. Once the gas in
tube ionized means then current flow occurs and tube will start continuous glowing. The
purpose of the choke is to provide a very high voltage initially between the filaments across the
two ends of the tube light. Again once the gas in the tube is ionized the choke provides a low
voltage. Initially when choke induced high voltage, is the same voltage in induced across the
switch? If yes the n how switch withstand with high voltage? I have two tubes in series on an
arrangement with two T5 tubes I have replaced ballast tubes and starters but I still cannot get to
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Article gives a details about double tube light connection by using single ballast or choke, some
electronic choke not support this connection check the ballast specification and watts level
before make this type of connection. Here two tube lights are used, in our case each one is 20
watts, each tube light will have two filament with four terminals, connect starter element to any
on side of tube light , after that link phase line to the Ballast choke through switch. Connect the
other terminal of Ballast to terminal of first tube light then connect tube light 2 with first one
serially as show in the illustration. Finally bring neutral terminal from tube light 2. For single
tube light connection refer here. The Starter Provides current flow path to the filament of tube at
the initial time. It becomes inactive after the gas ionization and current flow in the tube. This is a
electric device which is produce high voltage by using low frequency AC voltage. It helps the
tube light mercury vapor gas to ionize and after ionizing, this ballast or choke reduces the
output voltage level. The advantage is the increased system efficiency less power wasted in the
single ballast vs double ballast setup. This double tube arrangement nullifies stroboscobic
effect and good for rotating machinary workshop. Dual neons in one ballast cand have a
backdraw, it can start up slower, taking more time to fully engage. Your email address will not
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